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::::::: IN THE COURT OF THE CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE :: : : :

TINSUKIA

Present:      Smt. A. Bhattacharyya, A.J.S.

                   Chief Judicial Magistrate,

                   Tinsukia.

                                       G.R. Case No. 29/2014

                                   Under Section 498(A) IPC

           The State of Assam..................................................Complainant

                                      -Versus-

  Sri Manoj Jalan..………........................................Accused person

Appearance :-

             Smt.Jamila Khatoon,

             Ld. Addl. Public Prosecutor.........................For the State

             Sri Naveen Saraf

             Ld. Advocate..............................................For the accused

          Evidence recorded on         :  10.02.16, 02.05.16, 03.06.16, 

     15.05.17, 14.08.17, 25.06.18, 

     01.09.18.

          Date of Argument               :  13.03.19.

          Date of Judgment               :  28.03.19.
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                                              J U D G M E N T

      1.  The prosecution case in brief is that on 07.01.2014 the

complainant  Smti  Rinku  Jalan  filed  an  ejahar  before  the  Officer-In-

Charge, Tinsukia P.S stating inter-alia that she was married to Sri Manoj

Jalan,  S/o  Lt.  Ramivas  Jalan,  a  resident  of  Sadhu  Quarter,

Opp.Tokorigola, P.O.,PS & Dist-Tinsukia on 11.07.08 as per Hindu rites

and rituals and thereafter she was taken to her matrimonial  house.

But just after 3 to 4 days she was sent back to her parental house and

her husband along with his family members asked her to bring money

for them.  During her stay at her parental house also  she was asked

by her in laws and by her husband to come back with money .  As the

complainant had lost her father in the year 2006, all the expenses of

her marriage were borne by her uncle in law (phuphaji) and by her

maternal uncle and also by other relatives. 

                 2.  It is further mentioned by the informant in the Ejahar

that the complainant is a blind girl, her relatives spent a huge amount

of money for her marriage. They also took initiative to establish an iron

rolling  mill  for  her  husband  by  spending  an  amount  more  than

Rs.20,00,000/-(Rupees  twenty  lacs)  with  a  hope  that  she  would  be

settled  in  her  matrimonial  home  peacefully  and  nicely.   But,  the

greediness of her husband and his family members did not stop and

time and  again they continued to demand money from her relatives .

In the meantime she gave birth to a male child on 12.10.09 at Dey’s

Nursing Home at Tinsukia, but thereafter also she was not provided

proper fooding.  During that period also she was subjected to physical

and mental torture.  With passes of time the cruelty over her increased
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and her sister in law Smt.Sardha Garodhiya and her daughter-Surbhi

Garodhiya also used to assault her mercilessly and all the time they

use to force her to leave the house.  One day in the month of June,

2011, her husband asked her to make a call to her relatives and to ask

for money and on her refusal her husband poured kerosene oil on her

and when he tried to lit match stick, out of fear she agreed to call and

accordingly her mother arranged some money from her relatives and

gave it to her husband for the sake of her life.  But, thereafter also the

things never changed for her, every now and then they continue to

assault her. 

           

                   3.  It is further alleged by the informant that she was

taken to Moran and her minor son was kept at Tinsukia in order to

torture her mentally and when she was unable to bear the torture of

her in laws, she came back to Tinsukia on 12.12.13, at her matrimonial

house in order to meet her son.  But she was assaulted by her sister in

law  and she was threw out of the house for the want of money on

15.12.13.  Due to continuous assault  she had become very weak and

she was taken for treatment. She was not allowed to meet her son and

hence, she filed this case.

                    4.  On  receiving  the  Ejahar,  the  officer-in-charge  of

Tinsukia  PS  registered  a  case  vide  Tinsukia  PS  case  No.  08/14  u/s

498(A) IPC.  The police investigated the case and filed charge-sheet

against the accused Sri Manoj Jalan u/s 498(A) IPC. The summons was

served  upon  the  accused  person.  On  appearance  of  the  accused

person, the charge was framed u/s 498(A) IPC and the same was read

over and explained to the accused, to which he pleaded not guilty and

claimed to be tried.

                      5. The prosecution examined 9 (Nine) PWs including

the  complainant.  Statement  of  the  accused  was  recorded  u/s  313
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Cr.P.C.  The  defence  was  of  total  denial.  Heard  the  argument  and

perused the evidences, documents and record carefully.

Point for determination

6. The  following  points  are  considered  for

determination of this case:

 (i)    Whether the accused person Shri Monoj Jalan being

the husband of the informant, tortured the informant Smti

Rinku Jalan both mentally and physically by demanding

dowry and subjected her to cruelty and thereby liable to

be punished for offence under section 498(A) I.P.C.?    

Discussions, Decisions And Reasons Thereof

7. The prosecution adduced the following evidence for

establishing their case:   

8. PW1- Smt.Rinku Jalan, the informant deposed in her

evidence that she was married to Shri  Manuj Jalan on 11.07.08 as per

social customs and rituals, and after  marriage she  resided  at  the

joint family house of her husband. There was some  nerve  problem  of

her eyes and she become partially blind. Before marriage the accused

Manuj Jalan and his family were informed about her eye problem and

her partial blindness.  Her relatives had invested Rs.20 lakhs in favour

of Manuj Jalan to run a rolling mill for his business.  But, after two-three

days from the marriage the accused person Manuj sent her back to her

mother’s house, telling her that she could return only if she brought

more money with her.  Her relative gave about Rs.3-4 lakhs to give to

Shri  Manoj  Jalan.   Thereafter,  she  lived  with  her  husband   but  he

regularly asked for  more money . Her family members also gave the

money,  thinking  that  when  the  rolling  mill  would  run  properly,  he

would  stop asking for money.  During this period the accused Manuj

Jalan as well as  his eratives Sandhya and  Surabhi used to beat her up

on petty matters and mentally tortured her, asking for more and more
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money.  In the year 2009, i.e. 12.10.09 she gave birth to a male child

at  Dey’s  Nursing  Home,  but  even  after  the  birth  of  the  child  the

accused did not  take proper care of her or the child.  

                   9.   It is further deposed by the informant PW1 that after a

month from the birth of the child the accused again sent her to her

mother’s house to bring more money.  Her mother arranged rupees

one lakh and she called the accused  to take the money.  In the month

of   June,  2011,  Manuj  again  asked   for   more   money  from  her.

Accused Manuj poured kerosene oil or her body and threatened that he

shall  burn  her.   Her  mother  sent  about  rupees  forty  five  to   fifty

thousand through her brother Amit and she (PW1) gave this money to

Manuj.  The accused did not let her talk with anybody nor let her meet

anybody, he did not take her anywhere, he even did not let her use the

phone  except  to  call  her  family  for  money.   In  the  year  2012  the

accused took her to Moran keeping her child at Tinsukia. When she

asked for news of her child, he refused to let her see that child. Her

mother and Aunty went to visit her but he drove out her mother and

Aunty from the house and became furious. He also drove the informant

out of the house.  She went to meet her child at  the house of  the

accused at Tinsukia but the accused did not allow her to meet him and

told that the child belonged to him only. She had to go away to her

maternal  house without the child. After a few days in the month of

January, 2014 she lodged the Ejahar in the Police station. She delayed

in lodging of Ejahar as she had a hope that there would be mutual

settlement but the accused side did not come up for any settlement.

Later on the Learned Court was pleased to pass order directing that

the child be given to the informant and at present her child is residing

with her. .  

    10. PW2-Sri  Satyanarayan  Agarwal  could  not  depose

anything regarding the allegations made in the Ejahr. He deposed that

the accused was a married person.  Earlier he was residing in the said
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quarter with his wife .  The couple had a son.  More than one year the

wife of Manuj Jalan has not been living with him.  

  11. PW3-Sri  Hemanta Agarwal  also  could  not  depose

anything regarding the allegations made against the accused person

demanding dowry.  He deposed that Shri Manoj Jalan is the husband of

the complainant Rinku.    He did not hear any quarrel between them

while he was at his home.  He heard that Rinku went to her parental

home.

12. PW4-Smt.Kamla Agarwala  deposed that she knew

Rinku Jalan as well  as accused Manuj Jalan.  Earlier they resided at

Sadhuquarter  at  Tokorighula.     She   did  not  hear  and  see  any

occurrence.  But, sometimes she heard hue and cry from them.  Later

on, she heard that Rinku went to her parental home.

             13. PW5- Smt.Dipa Dohotia  deposed in her evidence

that she knew the complainant/victim Smt.Rinku Jalan.  In the month of

January, 2014 one day her friend Puspa Devi accompanied her to the

house of the complainant Smt.Rinku Jalan and her friend Puspa Devi

talked with Smt.Rinku Jalan and her mother regarding some dispute

with the husband of Rinku Jalan . She  heard that the child of Rinku

Jalan had been in her matrimonial house.  Rinku Jalan and her mother

requested her to accompany them to Tinsukia PS and after reaching

the police station they talked with the police and later on she left the

police station.

14. PW6-Smt.Kashalya  Devi  Agarwal  ,  the  mother  of

the informant  deposed in her evidence that about nine years back her

daughter Rinku was married to the accused Manuj Jalan socially and

the  marriage  was  solemnized  at  Tinsukia.   In  the  said  marriage

necessary  articles were given to the bridegroom.  That apart  they

managed one rolling  mill  to  be  run by the  accused  Manoj  Jalan  at
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Makum Road, Tinsukia.  After solemnization of the said marriage her

daughter was taken by the accused to his residence situated at Sadhu

Quarter  near  Tokrigola,  Makum Road,  Tinsukia and at that  time the

accused was living in the said house together with his mother, sister

Sarda Garodia and her children.  After two/four days of the marriage

her  daughter  Rinku  was  sent  back  to  her  house  and  thereafter

demanded money and she gave a sum of Rs.1 lakh to her daughter

Rinku to give the same to the accused. Accordingly her daughter Rinku

handed over the said Rs.1 lakh to the accused and after one month

she was taken by the accused to his house.  After taking Rinku to their

house  the  accused  and  his  inmates  started  to  torture  her  and

assaulted  her  by  demanding  money.   During  the  course  of  such

situated  her  daughter  Rinku  gave  birth  to  a  male  child  named  as

Himang Jalan.  But, still the accused and his inmates demanded money

and tortured and assaulted her.  While the said son of Rinku was about

4 years old, the accused Manuj Jalan took Rinku to Moran where he

had his land and property but the accused did not allow Rinku to take

her child with her to Moran and the accused Manuj left the said child

with  his sister  at  Sadhu Quarter,  Tinsukia.   In  the residence of  the

accused situated at Moran there was no proper facilities of electricity

and bathroom and latrine, and  Rinku asked the accused to take her

back  to  Tinsukia  but  the  accused  assaulted  her  time  and  again.

Thereafter,  uncle  Raj  Kr.  Agarwal(Peha)  and  Srikishan  Agarwal

(Bordeuta) of Rinku along with her brother went to Moran and they

took their initiative to normalize the situation and the accused Manuj

Jalan assured them not to demand any money and torture Rinku in

future. They brought Rinku to Tinsukia for two days and after two days

of staying in her house she left Rinku at the house of the accused

situated at Sadhu quarter, Tinsukia.  But, on the next day in the month

of October, 2013 the family members of the accused sent Rinku again

to Moran.  As there was no any contact with Rinku over phone, she

along with the aunt of Rinku namely Sakuntala Agarwal went to Moran

to meet Rinku and at that time the health condition of Rinku was not
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good.   The  accused  Manuj  misbehaved with  them and after  15/20

minutes the accused Manuj ousted Rinku from his house by holding

her hand and asked them to take her back.  Accordingly, they brought

Rinku from Moran and took her to the house of the accused  situated

at Sadhu quarter, Tinsukia.  In the meantime the family members of

accused had sent the child of Rinku to Moran, as such Rinku stayed in

the said house of the accused to meet her child and they came back to

their house.  During the night hours the sister of the accused namely

Sarada Garodia and her daughter Surabhi assaulted Rinku and tortured

her.  On the next day they drove out Rinku from their house and as

such she came back to their house.  They provided medical treatment

to her and tried to contact  with the accused Manuj  but he did not

respond.  

15. PW7-Sri  Deepkam  Verma   deposed  that  he  is

practicing lawyer of Tinsukia Bar Association.  He has his chamber at

GNB road, opposite Prakash Bazar, Tinsukia. On 07.01.2014 Smt. Rinku

Jalan along with her mother came to the  chamber and requested  to

type  an  ejahar  against  the  accused  Monoj  Jalan  and  his  family

members to be lodged at Tinsukia police station.  As per the version of

the complainant Rinku Jalan he typed an ejahar and  read over the

contents of the said ejahar to Rinku Jalan and thereafter she put her

signature on the said ejahar.  Ext.1 is the said ejahar and Ext.1(1) and

Ext.1(2) are the signatures of Smt.Rinku Jalan .  Thereafter he handed

over the said ejahar Ext.1 to Rinku Jalan for lodging the same before

the O/C Tinsukia PS.

16. PW8-  Dr.Dilip  Kr.Gogoi  has  deposed  that  on

07.01.2014 he was posted at Tinsukia Civil  Hospital as Sr.Medical &

Health Officer.  On that day at 5.30 pm he examined Rinku Jalan, 29

years, W/o Sri  Manuj Jalan, D/o Lt.Kundan Chand Agarwal of Makum

Road, Tinsukia near Sai Huyunda PS Tinsukia vide ML No.61/14, who
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was escorted and identified by woman home guard Tulika Baruah and

on examination he found following injuries—

i) Tenderness over both sides shoulders.

ii) The patient complained of pain over her whole body.

Opinion  :-  No  any mark  of  injury  seen  over  the  body of  the

patient.

Ext.3  is  the  medical  examination  report  and  Ext.3(1)  is  his

signature.

17. PW9-Sri  Mohendra  Nath  Borah   deposed that  on

13.01.14, he was at Tinsukia police station as attached officer.  On that

day,  O/c  Tinsukia  Inspector  Makhan  Borah  endorsed  him  for  the

investigation  of  the  Tinsukia  PS  Case  No.8/14.   After  taking  the

investigation  of  the  case,  O/C,  Tinsukia  PS  received  an  information

from Moran PS that the accused Sri Monoj Jalan has been apprehended

by the Moran police and as the actual  I/O of the said case was on

leave, so O/C dictated him to go to the Moran PS for arresting the said

accused.  Accordingly, he went to Moran PS and brought the accused

to the Tinsukia PS and after interrogation, he was arrested the said

accused  was  forwarded to  the  Court  on  13.01.14.   Thereafter,   he

handed over the case diary to the O/C, Inspector Makhan Borah.

    18.  He further deposed after going through the CD that

on 07.01.14,  Smt.Rinku Jalan,  the informant  of  this  case  lodged an

ejahar before the O/C, Tinsukia PS and after getting the said ejahar,

O/C Tinsukia PS  registered a case as Tinsukia PS case No.08/14 u/s

498(A) IPC and endorsed Smt.Mridula Konwar, WSI(P) for investigation

of the said case.  Ext.1 is the said ejahar.  Ext.1(3) is the signature of

O/C, Tinsukia PS.  After taking the charge of investigation, WSI Mridula

Konwar recorded the statement of the complainant in the Tinsukia PS

and sent the complainant to the Tinsukia Civil Hospital for treatment

and she was brought before the court  for recording her  statement.

Ext.2  is  the  said  statement.   On  08.01.14 she  visited  the  place  of
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occurrence at the house of Monoj Jalan and drew a sketch map of the

place of occurrence.  Ext.4 is the sketch map.  Ext.4(1) is signature of

WSI Mridula Konwar.  She recorded the statement of other witnesses

available  in  the  place  of  occurrence.   She  examined  some  other

witnesses  on  09.01.14.   During  the  course  of  investigation,  she

collected the medical report of the complainant/victim.  Ext.3 is the

said medical  report.   After completion of the investigation,  WSI has

filed  the  charge  sheet  after  getting  sufficient  materials  against  the

accused Sri Manuj Jalan u/s 498(A) IPC.  Ext.5 is the charge-sheet and

Ext.5(1) is the signature of WSI of Mridula Konwar.

                     19.  Going through the evidence on record it is seen that

out of 9 prosecution witnesses , there are two official witnesses viz.

PW8 Dr.Dilip Kr.Gogoi is the medical and health officer and PW9 Sri

Mohendra Nath Borah is the investigating officer of the case.  They

deposed  in  their  official  capacity  and  have  no  personal  knowledge

about the allegations made in the ejahar.   PW7-Sri Deepkam Verma

deposed that he is practicing lawyer of Tinsukia Bar Association and he

typed the Ejahar as per verwsion of the informant. . PW1 Smt.Rinku

Jalan is the informant of the case and she deposed in tune as to what

was  stated  in  the  ejahar.   This  witness  deposed  that  there  was

continuous demand of money as dowry from the side of the accused

person  and that  her  mother  and other  relatives  from time to  time

continued to give money to the accused person as demanded.  This

witness  also  deposed  that  on  one  occassion  her  mother  arranged

Rs.1,00,000/-(Rs.one lac) only and gave the same to the accused as

per his demand . This evidence of PW1is supported by the evidence of

PW6 Smt.Kashalya Devi Agarwal, who was the one behind to help her

daughter  to  fulfil  the  demand  of  dowry.  PW6  Smt.Kashalya  Devi

Agarwal in her evidence corroborated the fact that the accused had

demanded  Rs.1,00,000/-(one  lac)  only  and  she  gave  a  sum  of

Rs.1,00,000/-(one lac)only  to  her daughter to  give the same to the

accused and her daughter handed over the said Rs.1,00,000/- (rupees
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one lac) only to him.  During her cross she remained unshaken and

clearly  deposed the  names  of  persons  with  the  help  of  whom she

managed to pay the said Rs.100000/-(one lac) only.  Pw6- in her cross

deposed that  she managed Rs.100000/-(one lac) from Sri Karachand

Agarwal and Sri Kishan Agarwal.    

20.  PW1-Smt.Rinku Jalan deposed in details  regarding

tortured meted out to her in the house of the accused person.  This

witness clearly deposed that during her stay on several occasions the

accused  had  demanded dowry  and  assaulted  her  physically.   Even

after payment of money on some occasion the accused used to torture

her demanding more money.  It is also alleged that the accused did not

let her meet anybody, did not allow her to use the phone except to call

her  family  members  for  money.   He  tortured  her  physically  and

mentally demanding money.  It is also reflected form the case record

that the accused used to keep the minor child of the informant/Pw1

away from her and did not allow her to meet him.  This act on part of

the accused can really be stated as a torture upon the informant.  It is

also reflected from the case record that the accused misbehaved the

family  members  of  the  informant  when  they  came to  meet  her  at

Moran.  All  these  evidence  adduced  by  the  informant  as  PW1  is

supported by the evidence  of  her  mother  PW6  Smt.Kashalya Devi

Agarwal.   PW6  deposed  in  her  cross  examination  that  when  the

accused took Rinku to Moran in the month of Oct.2013, there was no

any contact with Rinku over phone and as such she( PW) along with

aunt namely Sakuntala Agarwal went to Moran to meet Rinku Jalan but

the accused misbehaved with them and after 15 to 20 mints ousted

Rinku from the house by holding her hand.  PW6 also deposed that the

minor child of the informant was kept behind by the accused Sri Monuj

Jalan and only after lodging of FIR before O/c Tinsukia PS and with the

intervention of the court the child of Rinku was recovered.  
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21.  Under Section 498A the requirement of the statute is

acts  of  cruelty  by  the  husband of  a  woman  or  any  relative  of  the

husband. The word cruelty in common English acceptation denotes a

state  of  conduct  which  is  painful  and  distressing  to  another.  The

legislative intent thus is clear enough to indicate that in the event of

there being a state of conduct by the husband to the wife or by any

relative  of  the  husband  which  can  be  attributed  to  be  painful  or

distressing, the sam can be termed as Cruelty. In the present case, the

act on part  of the accused Shri  Monoj Jalan clearly reflects  that he

acted with cruelty and that he  mentally and physically tortured the

informant   demanding money.

 22.    The  evidence  also  reflects  that  prosecution  side

failed  to  adduce  the  evidence  of  the  neighbours  residing  near

matrimonial  house  of  the  victim  to  prove  that  there  was  torture

inflicted upon the  victim on her failure to meet the demand of dowry.

But  it  is  common  experience  that  after  the  the  victim  leaves  her

matrimonial  house and after lapse of  time at  the time of  trial,  the

neighbours either are won over or do not choose to support the cause

of  the  victim  woman  who  hails  from  a  different  place   and  give

testimony against their next door neighbour. Moreover the evidence

reflects that whatever torture, mental or physical was inflicted upon

the victim took place inside the matrimonial house of the victim PW2

and there  is  no  possibility  that  people  residing  nearby  would  have

knowledge of the same.  There is sufficient evidence on record which

cannot be doubted with regard to mental torture  given by the accused

person.

                      23.  Considering the above discussions and reasons, I

find that the prosecution  proved the offence punishable u/s. 498(A)

IPC against the accused Shri Manuj Jalan beyond reasonable doubt an

he is convicted u/s 498(A) I.P.C.
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                    24.       On hearing the accused persons on the point of

sentence I find that the same attracts no benefit u/s 3/4 of Probation of

Offenders  Act.  The  accused  person  could  have  avoided  the  whole

situation  and  allowed  the  complainant  to  reside  peacefully  in  her

matrimonial  house  with  her  son,  but  he  intentionally  tortured  her

demanding dowry and kept her away from her minor son.  However,

the  accused  pleaded  leniency  stating  that  he  did  not  commit  any

criminal offence earlier and that he has liabilities to  look after   his

other relatives. 

          25.  Considering the antecedents and prayer of leniency,

I am of the considered view that imposition of lower punishment will

meet the ends of justice. Accordingly I sentence the convict accused

Shri Monoj Jalan to undergo R.I. for  1 (one) year and to pay fine of Rs.

5000/- (Five  thousand)  for offence u/s 498(A) IPC, in default of fine  he

is  to  undergo  SI  for  another  one  month.  The  period  of  detention

already undergone by the accused be set off. The fine imposed by the

sentence if  paid or realised shall  be given to the victim Smti  Rinku

Jalan in due course of time. 

 

         26. This case is accordingly disposed of.

               Let a free copy be furnished to the accused. 

Given under my hand and seal of this Court on the 28th day of March,

2019.

     Dictated: 

(Audri Bhattacharyya)                       (Audri  Bhattacharyya)

Chief judicial Magistrate,                                  Chief Judicial Magistrate,

 Tinsukia.                                                            Tinsukia. 
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                                           APPENDIX

PROSECUTION WITNESSES:

P.W1- Smt.Rinku Jalan.

P.W2- Sri Satyanarayan Agarwal.

PW3- Sri Hemanta Agarwal. 

PW4- Smt.Kamla Agarwala.

PW5- Smt.Dipa Dohotia.

PW6- Smt.Kashalya Devi Agarwal

PW7- Sri Deepkam Verma.

PW8- Dr.Dilip Kr.Gogoi.

PW9- Sri Mohendra Nath Borah. 

PROSECUTION EXHIBITS:

          Exhibit 1- Ejahar.

Exhibit 1(1)& 1(2) –Signatures of Pw1.

Exhibit 1(3)- Signature of O/C, Tinsukia PS.

Exhibit-2- Statement of the victim

Exhibit 3– Medical examination report of Pw1.

Exhibit 3(1)- Signature of Pw8.

Exhibit 4– Sketch map.

Exhibit 4(1)– Signature of WSI Mridula Konwar.

Exhibit 5– Charge-sheet.

Exhibit 5(1)– Signature of WSI Mridula Konwar.

                                     

                                                                           (Audri Bhattacharyya)  

                                                     Chief Judicial Magistrate,

                                                                                            Tinsukia. 


